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Turbine Rotor
Alexandros Arailopoulos, Dimitrios Giagopoulos*, Ilias Zacharakis and Eleni Pipili

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Western Macedonia, Kozani, Greece

An integrated reverse engineering methodology is proposed for a large-scale fully

operational steam turbine rotor, considering issues that include developing the CAD and

FE model of the structure, as well as the applicability of model updating techniques

based on experimental modal analysis procedures. First, using an integrated reverse

engineering strategy, the digital shape of the three sections of a steam turbine rotor

was designed and the final parametric CAD model was developed. The finite element

model of the turbine was developed using tetrahedral solid elements resulting in fifty-five

million DOFs. Imposing impulsive loading in a free-free state, measured acceleration

time histories were used to obtain the dynamic responses and identify the modal

characteristics of each section of the complete steam turbine. Experimentally identified

modal modes and modal frequencies compared to the FE model predicted ones

constitute the actual measure of fit. CMA-ES optimization algorithm is then implemented

in order to finely tune material parameters, such as modulus of elasticity and density,

in order to best match experimental and numerical data. Comparing numerical and

experimental results verified the reliability and accuracy of the applied methodology.

The identified finite element model is representative of the initial structural condition

of the turbine and is used to develop a simplified finite element model, which then

used for the turbine rotordynamic analysis. Accumulated knowledge of the dynamic

behavior of the specific steam turbine system, could be implemented in order to evaluate

stability or instability states, fatigue growth in the turbine blades, changes in the damping

of the bearing system and perform necessary scheduled optimal and cost-effective

maintenance strategies. Additionally, upon a series of scheduled experimental data

collection, a permanent output-only vibration SHM system could be installed and even a

proper dynamic balancing could be investigated and designed.

Keywords: integrated reverse engineering, system identification, large scale models, FE model updating,

rotordynamic analysis
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INTRODUCTION

The largest proportion of electricity worldwide is produced
using some kind of turbine (Steam, Hydro, Nuclear, etc.) As
large density of energy flows through the turbines, the rotation
speeds are extremely high, large inertia loads are developed, shaft
and blade deform extensively, blades corrode and high levels
of vibration occur, all leading to strong dynamic instabilities
(Bavastri et al., 2008). Instability problems of turbines, especially
when rotating at high speeds, can result in partial failures or
system shutdown. Taking into account the size of these structures,
it is necessary to avoid interruptions due to system failure,
but most importantly, accidents that, in addition to financial
damage, can cause serious injuries or even fatalities. This implies
that detailed study and development of each turbine in various
operating scenarios combined to proper maintenance, even
outside the limits of normal use, are necessary.

Moreover, in the fast paces of today’s most developed
societies, industries are constantly trying to cope with rapid
technological developments, increasing technology penetration
in our everyday life, and enormous competition soaring as a
result of globalization. Thus, it is imperative to minimize the
time and cost, from design to production and maintenance, for
a product to be developed and function as intended. So either
for competition reasons, safety or reliability enhancements in
addition to lack of information about a product, a widespread
methodology is used, i.e., reverse engineering (Abella et al., 1994;
Várudy et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2012; Ouamer-Ali et al., 2014;
Dagli and Idowu, 2015). Reverse engineering is this process in
which we extract knowledge, design information about the parts
that make up a machine and the way they function. Issues that
include developing the CAD and FE model of the examined
structure, as well as experimental modal analysis procedures
and the application of robust and effective computational finite
element model updating techniques are taken into account.

The main objective of the present work is to demonstrate the
advantages of a reverse engineering strategy applying a developed
model updating computational framework (Giagopoulos and
Arailopoulos, 2017) to handle large-scale linear and nonlinear
models. The applicability of the framework is examined by
calibrating the structural parameters of a high-fidelity FE model
of a steam turbine rotor with several millions degrees of freedom,
using experimentally identified modal parameters. Modal
identification techniques (Eykhoff, 1974; Beck and Katafygiotis,
1998; Beck, 2011) are used to extract natural frequencies
and modal damping ratios from acceleration measurements.
Measured and predicted modal parameters are used to quantify
the discrepancy between numerical and experimental models,
defining both modal and response residuals (Giagopoulos and
Arailopoulos, 2015a,b, 2016; Arailopoulos and Giagopoulos,
2016), in a single-objective optimization problem. Next, a free
distribution of the non-gradient, non-intrusive optimization
algorithm, Covariance Matrix Adaptation—Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES) (Hansen et al., 2003; Hansen, 2006, 2011), within
54U framework (Hadjidoukas et al., 2015), coupled to robust
and accurate FE Analysis software (DTECH, 2013) are applied
in parallel computing, based on a parallel computing library,

i.e., TORC (Hadjidoukas et al., 2012). Structural material model
parameters, such as modulus of elasticity and density are tuned,
in order to best match experimental and analytical data.

Moreover, in this work a simplified numerical model based
on the updated full large-scale FE model of the steam turbine
is introduced, in order to get deep insight of the rotordynamic
behavior and gyroscopic phenomena of the examined rotor.
The main purpose is to examine the axial, lateral, and torsional
dynamic characteristics, so as to evaluate shaft’s vibration levels
and acquire experience of the acceptable vibration limits and
the limits at which maintenance is needed. System stability
and critical speeds are also being determined by plotting the
Campbell diagram (Campbell, 1924; Meher-Homji and Prisell,
2005) of turbine’s response spectrum as a function of spin speed.
Its tolerance to normal or even abnormal vibration levels on
critical speeds, define the adequacy of the turbine’s performance.
Hence, as damping bearing properties influence significantly
the turbine’s levels of vibration, an optimum design could be
adopted by minimizing the imbalances in operational rotation
speeds. Accumulated knowledge of the dynamic behavior of
the steam turbine system, could be later implemented in order
to evaluate stability or instability states, fatigue growth in the
turbine blades, changes in the damping of the bearing system
and perform necessary scheduled optimal and cost-effective
maintenance strategies (Bavastri et al., 2008; Booysen et al.,
2015; Plesiutschnig et al., 2016). Additionally, upon a series of
scheduled experimental data collection, a permanent output-only
vibration Structural Health Monitoring system could be installed
and even a proper dynamic balancing could be investigated and
designed.

The work deals with the study of a steam turbine rotor
operating in the IV unit of a Greek Public Power Corporation
(PPC) power plant. The steam turbine is a Leningradsky
Metallichesky Zavod© (LMZ) K-300-170-1 steam turbine system
of maximum nominal output power of 310 MW. The examined
turbine shaft consists mainly of three rotors, high, intermediate,
and low pressure, starting from left to right as shown in Figure 1.
Between the intermediate and low pressure turbines there is a
cylindrical part used to join the two sections together. The length
of the high, intermediate, and low pressure turbines is 5.7, 6.9,
and 5.9m, consisting of 10, 17, and 10 stages (discs) that host
954, 1,948 and 1,224 blades, respectively. The total length of the
turbine is 18.5m, but in the assembly of the whole turbine system
additional components may apply, in order to secure connection
to the generator. So at 310 MW power output there are 37 stages
with a total number of 4,126 blades. The stages of the right half
of the low pressure turbine, consist of the same last five stages
of the intermediate pressure turbine. On the other hand, the left
half is consisted of the same stages, in a mirrored arrangement
so that the induced momentum is the same as the momentum
of the rest of the turbine. So for convenience, the blades of the
low pressure will be referred to by names already given in the
intermediate pressure shaft.

The organization of this work is set as follows. The theoretical
formulation of the actual measure of fit of the updating
methodology based on modal modes, modal frequencies and
frequency response functions is briefly presented in section
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FIGURE 1 | High, intermediate and low pressure turbines with numbered stages.

Formulation of Objective Function. Section Linear FE Model
Updating Framework presents the implemented FE model
updating methodology. Section Reverse Engineering Strategy
presents the 3D digitization of the blades and the 2D designing of
the three shafts of the individual sections of the complete turbine,
as well as their combination leading to the final parametric
CAD model. Next, the experimental modal identification
procedure is described, in order to identify modal modes and
frequencies of the actual structures of the intermediate pressure
sections. The updating results of the parameterized intermediate
pressure turbine is presented in section Finite Element Model
Updating. Section Rotordynamic Analysis of the Simplified
Equivalent Model of the Complete Steam Turbine presents a
brief formulation and a rotordynamic analysis of the introduced
simplified FE model based on Timoshenko beam and disk
elements. Finally, some conclusions about the applicability and
future work are summarized in section Conclusions.

FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Modal Measure of Fit
We consider the data D = {λ̂r , ϕ̂r ∈ RNo,r , r = 1, · · · ,m}

to be the squared of the measured modal frequencies, λ̂r = ω̂2
r

and the respective mode shapes ϕ̂r of the examined turbines,
whereNo,r is the number of measured components for each r and
m is the number of identified modes. Consider a parameterized
linear FE model of the structures and let θ ∈ RNθ be a vector
of free material model parameters to be tuned. The objective
is to estimate the values of the parameter set θ so that the
predicted modal frequencies and mode shapes {λr(θ),ϕr(θ) ∈

RN0,r , r = 1, · · · ,m} at the corresponding N0,r DOFs, diminishes
discrepancies between modal frequencies identified in D. Thus,
the modal frequency and mode shape residualsh are formulated

as Mottershead et al. (2011); Giagopoulos and Arailopoulos
(2015a,b, 2016), and Arailopoulos and Giagopoulos (2016):

ε2λr (θ) =

(

λr(θ)− λ̂r

)2

λ̂2r

and ε2φr
(θ) =

∥

∥

∥
βr(θ)φr(θ)− φ̂r

∥

∥

∥

2

∥

∥

∥
φ̂r

∥

∥

∥

2 (1)

where ||Z||2 = ZTZ is the usual Euclidean norm, and βr(θ) =

φ̂r
T
φr (θ)/

∥

∥

∥
φr (θ)

∥

∥

∥

2
is a normalization constant that guaranties

that the measuredmode shape φ̂r at the measured DOFs is closest
to the model mode shape βr(θ)φr(θ) predicted by the particular
value of θ .

J1(θ) and J2(θ) are selected to represent the measure of fit
between the measured and the model predicted frequencies and
modes in the form:

J1(θ) =
m

∑

r= 1

ε2λr (θ) and J2(θ) =
m

∑

r= 1

ε2φ
r
(θ) (2)

Frequency Response Measure of Fit
A global shape correlation coefficient between experimentally
identified and numerically predicted FRFs may be used (Grafe,
1995, 1999) for any measured frequency point λk as follows:

xs(λk) =

∣

∣

∣

{

HX(λk)
}H {

HA(λk)
}

∣

∣

∣

2

(

{

HX(λk)
}H {

HX(λk)
}

) (

{

HA(λk)
}H {

HA(λk)
}

) (3)

where
{

HX(λk)
}

is the experimentally identified FRFs whereas
as

{

HA(λk)
}

are the numerically computed FRFs at matching
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excitation locations and response directions. As the MAC value,
xs(λk) assumes a value between zero and unity and indicates
perfect correlation with xs(λk) = 1. For xs(λk) = 1, experimental
and numerical data perfectly correlate contrary to the value of
zero pertaining to no correlation at all. If only one measurement
is utilized,

{

HX(λk)
}

and
{

HA(λk)
}

are reduced from column
vectors to scalar and xs = 1 across the full frequency spectrum
for uncorrelated FRFs.

Thus, a supplementary amplitude correlation coefficient
xa(λk), for any measured frequency point λk is implemented
quantifying the discrepancies in amplitude defined as:

xa(λk) =
2
∣

∣

∣

{

HX(λk)
}H {

HA(λk)
}

∣

∣

∣

(

{

HX(λk)
}H {

HX(λk)
}

)

+
(

{

HA(λk)
}H {

HA(λk)
}

)

(4)

defined to lie between zero and unity only if
{

HA(λk)
}

=
{

HX(λk)
}

.
J3(θ) and J4(θ) are selected to represent the measure of fit

corresponding to the identified and predicted FRFs of the system:

J3(θ) =
m

∑

r= 1

[

1− xs(λ̂r , θ)
2
]

and J4(θ) =
m

∑

r= 1

[

1− xa(λ̂r , θ)
2
]

(5)

Objective Function
The overall measure of fit is formulated by a single objective
function as follows:

J(θ;w) = w1J1(θ)+ w2J2(θ)+ w3J3(θ)+ w4J4(θ) (6)

using the weighting factors wi ≥ 0, i = 1,2,3,4, with w1 + w2 +

w3 + w4 = 1. The choice of weights scales each measure of fit
according to the confidence in the experimental and FE predicted

FIGURE 2 | (A) High pressure turbine. (B) Intermediate pressure turbine. (C) Low pressure turbine.

FIGURE 3 | Digitization and final 3D CAD model of a single blade at stage IP 15 of the intermediate pressure turbine.
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data, highly affecting the global minimum and the optimized
solutions for the parameter set θ for given w are denoted by θ̂(w)
(Christodoulou et al., 2008; Ntotsios and Papadimitriou, 2008;
Papadimitriou et al., 2012; Giagopoulos et al., 2013).

LINEAR FE MODEL UPDATING
FRAMEWORK

As the objective function J
(

θ
)

is not an analytical expression,
a stochastic black box search algorithm, namely the Covariance
Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) (Hansen et al.,
2003; Hansen, 2006, 2011) is implemented in this work as

has been previously successfully applied for tuning linear and
nonlinear FE models (Giagopoulos and Arailopoulos, 2017). The
aim is to iteratively find the candidate solutions of the parameter
set θ ∈ ℜn that produce the minimum J

(

θ
)

, where the function
values are sampled from a multivariate normal distribution in
each iteration (Hansen, 2006, 2011).

CMA-ES avoids entrapment in local minima, reaching the
global optimum of the sampled objective function. The algorithm
is coupled to a commercial FE solver Dynamis (DTECH, 2013)
surpassing the need of model reduction or sub-structuring
techniques and taking advantage of the raw experimental
measurements for increased accuracy. Thus, having the ability to
compare modal modes and frequency response functions node

FIGURE 4 | (A) Rotor shaft and complete 3D CAD assembly of the high pressure turbine. (B) Rotor shaft and complete 3D CAD assembly of the intermediate

pressure turbine. (C) Rotor shaft and complete 3D CAD assembly of the low pressure turbine. (D) Final 3D CAD of the complete steam turbine.
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by node and modal frequencies in a large frequency range overall
fidelity of the updated FE models to the real structures is highly
maintained. Moreover, due to the extremely large scale of the
developed FE models and the numerous iterations needed to
convergence a parallel computing scheme is applied in order to
compensate for the computation time. Details on the formulation
sequence of CMA-ES and the applied framework can be found in
Giagopoulos and Arailopoulos (2017).

The minimum offsprings become parents in the next set of
iterations and statistical values (mean and covariance matrix)
are updated in a sequence of iterations with improved fitness
values. The described framework runs in parallel in order to

sample the prescribed population at once, in order to produce
the total runs of each generation. Next, convergence criteria are
checked. Introduced criteria include a given threshold of the
objective function J(θ) = 0, being practically inapplicable and the
difference of the best values of two consecutive sets of iterations
1J(θ) = 10−3.

REVERSE ENGINEERING STRATEGY

An integrated reverse engineering methodology is presented
in total in this section on the steam turbine system currently

FIGURE 5 | (A) Detailed FE models of the high, intermediate, and low pressure turbines. (B) Detailed FE models of the complete steam turbine.
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operating at a thermal power plant of the Greek Public Power
Corporation. The methodology combines modern techniques
for geometry representation and development of the CAD
and FE models, contemporary methods of modal identification
and estimation of the dynamic characteristics of the physical
structure from acceleration measurements and state-of-the-
art model updating techniques, in order to produce a high
fidelity FE model adequately simulating the steam turbine
system.

The high, intermediate, and low pressure turbines are
presented in Figures 2A–C respectively, under regular
maintenance. The structure is made of steel with Young’s
modulus E = 210GPa, Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3 and density
ρ = 7850kg/m3 (Giagopoulos et al., 2017).

Digitization and CAD Model of the Steam
Turbine
At first, using two types of 3D scanner devices, i.e., a structured
light and a laser scanner, the digital shape of each blade
was reconstructed. The collection of the raw data and the
consecutive processing to the development of the final CAD
model are completed in four basic steps as demonstrated in
Figure 3. First, the geometry of each blade was captured, so as to
collect a raw stereo-lithography (STL) file. Due to various flaws
and imperfections of the initial design such as holes, humps,
coarse and non-continuous surfaces, the second step was to use
compatible software in order to design the final STL file of the
captured geometry, before designing the CAD model (Béchet
et al., 2002; Bianconi, 2002; Rypl and Bittnar, 2006). The next step

FIGURE 6 | Indicative eigenmodes of the high, intermediate and low pressure sections and the complete steam turbine predicted by the nominal FEM.
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FIGURE 7 | Experimental set-up of the intermediate pressure turbine.

FIGURE 8 | Typical elements of the experimental FRF matrix for the intermediate pressure rotor.

was the preparation of the consecutive foil sections that represent
each blade. After aligning the scanned geometry, automated
curves were created by section along the length of the main body
of the blade at varying increments, depending on its length and
complexity as well as on designing needs. These curves were
parallel to each other as well as to base of the blades. Last, step
was to select the most representable curves of each blade and use
them to reconstruct the CAD models.

On top of designing the main body of the blades,
bases, and heads were designed from scratch under
meticulous measurements. Four blades were cover by
heads that were designed separately and placed on top of
the main body using vertical curves, in order to succeed
the finest positioning. Additionally, all bases of the blades
were designed separately taking into consideration their
slight curvature, in order to tangently fit around the
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FIGURE 9 | Comparison of FRFs and time histories of accelerations corresponding to frequency response functions |H3Y16 | and |H7Y16 | of accelerometers A3 and

A7 at local direction Y.

TABLE 1 | Identified and nominal FEM predicted modal frequencies and modal damping ratios of the intermediate pressure turbine.

Mode Identified modal

frequency

Nominal FE predicted modal

frequency

Difference between identified and

FE Predicted modal frequencies

Identified modal

damping ratio

– ωrE [Hz] ωrNFE [Hz]
ωrNFE

−ωrE
ωrNFE

100% ζrE
(

%
)

1 58.70 63.04 6.88% 0.21

2 101.30 89.52 13.16% 0.19

3 110.60 127.22 13.06% 0.12

4 126.10 131.62 4.19% 0.08

5 134.80 134.85 0.04% 0.13

6 135.01 135.92 0.67% 0.13

7 142.32 144.24 1.33% 0.12

8 147.40 148.64 0.83% 0.16

9 156.77 154.22 1.65% 0.16

10 161.30 160.04 0.79% 0.35

rotor shaft. Finally, the top of each base was designed
flat in order to fit perfectly with the main body of the
blade.

In order to design the rotor shafts of the steam turbine, the
technical drawings were used. The blueprints were hardcopies of
the high, intermediate, and low pressure turbines in manageable
scale used in order to produce the 2D axisymmetric design of the
shafts.

Combining the complete CAD models of the blades
with the three rotor shafts, the final CAD model of
the complete steam turbine was created. The following
Figures 4A–C present the rotor shafts and the complete
3D CAD models of the high, intermediate and low
pressure turbines respectively. Furthermore, the final 3D
CAD model of the complete steam turbine is presented in
Figure 4D.

FE Models of Steam Turbine Rotor
The geometry of the turbine sections is discretized by solid
elements (tetrahedral). Due to the complex geometry of the

structure, the total number of degrees of freedom of the
high, intermediate, and low pressure sections were about
10,000,000, 20,000,000, and 19,500,000 respectively, whereas the
resulting complete rotor model was about 55,000,000 degrees of
freedom, including the connection parts between the sections.
The detailed FE models of the high, intermediate and low
pressure turbines are presented in Figure 5A respectively and
Figure 5B depicts the final finite element model of the complete
steam turbine. FE pre-processor software and FE analysis
software were used in order to develop and analyze the FE
model (DTECH, 2013; BETA CAE Systems, 2018). Indicative
mode shapes of the three sections in a free-free state and
the complete model with typical supports are presented in
Figure 6.

Experimental Modal Analysis
In this section the dynamic characteristics of the complete steam
turbine are identified in order to compute the measure of fit
between numerical FE model and actual structure. In order
to quantify the dynamic characteristics of the complete steam
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FIGURE 10 | Parts of the parameterized FE models of the intermediate

pressure turbines.

TABLE 2 | Optimized parameter values of material properties for rotor shaft and

indicative blades of the intermediate pressure turbine.

Number of

parameter

Part Optimized

value

Lower

bound

Upper

bound

1 P1 E1 · 102 [GPa] 2.181

2 ρ1 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

7.987

3 P3 E2 · 102 [GPa] 1.932

4 ρ2 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

7.400

5 P9 E3 · 102 [GPa] 1.922

6 ρ3 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

8.156

7 P27 E4 · 102 [GPa] 2.123

8 ρ4 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

7.988 1.89 for Ei 2.31 for Ei

9 P30 E5 · 102 [GPa] 2.030 7.065 for ρi 8.635 for ρi

10 ρ5 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

8.145

11 P33 E6 · 102 [GPa] 2.001

12 ρ6 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

7.887

13 P35 E7 · 102 [GPa] 2.225

14 ρ7 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

7.899

15 P43 E8 · 102 [GPa] 2.145

16 ρ8 · 103
[

kg/m3
]

8.456

turbine, an experimental modal analysis of the three turbine
sections was performed. Due to large size of the results, it is
selected to present the results only for the intermediate pressure
rotor.

An industrial size crane was used to mount each turbine
separately, simulating a support-free state for the experimental
procedure. Impulsive loading was imposed at various locations
and directions on the structure in order to estimate the elements
of the FRF matrix—Equation (7) (Ewins, 1984; Mohanty and
Rixen, 2005; Giagopoulos and Natsiavas, 2007, 2015; Spottswood

and Allemang, 2007).













ü1
v̈1
ẅ1

· · ·

ẅn













=















Hu1u1 · · · Hu1wn

Hv1u1 · · · Hv1wn

Hw1u1 · · · Hw1wn

...
. . .

...
Hwnu1 · · · Hwnwn















3n×3n







Fu1
...

Fwn







3n×3n

(7)

The frequency range of 0–2048Hz was obtained during
measurements, including the numerical frequency range of
interest, i.e., 0–200Hz including the first ten modal frequencies.
A schematic illustration of the measurement geometry for the
modal analysis of the intermediate pressure rotor, with the
real experimental set up of this test is presented in Figure 7.
For instance, Figure 8 presents the magnitude of representative
elements of the FRF matrix.

The Rational Fraction Polynomial Method (RFPM)
(Richardson and Formenti, 1985; Friswell and Penny, 1990;
Ntotsios and Papadimitriou, 2008) was used in order to estimate
the experimental natural frequencies and the damping ratios of
the intermediate pressure turbine, based on the measured FR
functions.

Indicatively, two typical elements of the experimentally
measured FRF matrix of the intermediate pressure turbines
are compared to the estimated RFPM contours as presented
in Figure 9. The same figure also presents the experimentally
measured and analytically estimated time histories. The FR
functions corresponding to accelerometers A3 and A7 of the
intermediate pressure section at Y local component are presented
in Figure 9. The red line corresponds to the experimentally
measured FRF and time history compared to the dashed blue
line corresponding to the estimated contour filtered with Welch’s
(1967) method. Additionally, all experimentally modal mode
shapes are identified, in order to be used in the formulation of
the measure of fit passed to the optimization algorithm.

Table 1 summarizes the experimental modal analysis results
for the intermediate pressure turbine. The values of the lowest
natural frequencies ωrE, are presented in the second column of
Table 1 whereas the fifth column list the corresponding damping
ratios. The values of the natural frequencies predicted from the
numerical model ωrNFE using nominal material parameters using
lumped mass matrix implemented in solver Dynamis (DTECH,
2013), are listed in the third column whereas a comparison
is presented in the fourth column. The underestimation of
the predicted natural frequencies of the nominal FE model, is
attributed to the way Dynamis handles mass matrix. In spite
of the fairly insignificant discrepancies between the nominal
FE model and the experimental data, a subsequent FE model
updating process is necessary to diminish these errors.

The accuracy of the experimental measurements highly
depends on the quality of the experimental devices and the
abilities of the users. Inaccurate measurement data could
be produce by a defective apparatus or user mishandling.
The reliability of the collected data during the experimental
procedures was checked, from the small variation of the data.
Such an examination is imperative as the experimental results
highly affect the accuracy of the overall technique.
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FIGURE 11 | Objective function values diagram of intermediate pressure turbine.

TABLE 3 | Identified and optimized FE predicted modal frequencies of the

intermediate pressure turbine.

Mode Identified

modal

frequency

Optimized FE

predicted modal

frequency

Difference between identified

and FE predicted modal

frequencies

– ωrE [Hz] ωrOFE
[Hz]

ωrOFE
−ωrE

ωrOFE
100%

1 58.70 59.45 1.26%

2 101.30 99.62 1.69%

3 110.60 112.22 1.44%

4 126.10 128.62 1.96%

5 134.80 134.85 0.04%

6 135.01 135.92 0.67%

7 142.32 144.24 1.33%

8 147.40 148.64 0.83%

9 156.77 154.22 1.65%

10 161.30 160.04 0.79%

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL UPDATING

Parameterization of FE Models
In this section, the parameterization of the finite element model
of the intermediate section is introduced in order to apply the
updating methodology. This model consists of about 23 million
degrees of freedom. The parameterized model consisting of 44
parts which is shown in Figure 10. At each of these parts are
used as design variables the Young’s modulus and the density.
Thus, the final number of the design parameters are eighty-
eight (88) variables. The first parts describe the rotor shafts
whereas each stage is modeled with two or three parts. Two
parts are used to model the blades and their circumferential
ring at small diameter stages, whereas three parts are used to
model eight large diameter stages of the intermediate pressure
assigning two parts for the blades and one for the circumferential
ring. Although both the rotor shaft and the turbine blades

have been built from a single material, steel, the mechanical
treatment that all parts undertake in order to take their final
form and shape as well as their assembly may change the
overall stiffness of the structure related to an FE model where
assumption are made beforehand. Specifically, molding of the
steel during industrial manufacturing of the turbine parts may
result in slight variation of the modulus of elasticity and density
of the actual used material. Additionally, remaining stresses may
develop that increase stiffness. Furthermore, the tight assembly
of the blades on the rotor shaft and between each other, result
in additional remaining stresses that could not be modeled in
the FEM and could only be handled by tuning the material
propertied. In this direction the parameter space for each design
variable, was selected in the range of ± 10% of the nominal
values, introducting the upper and lower constraints of material
properties, in order to maintain realistic values and keep their
physical meaning.

The finite element model is updated using the ten identified
modal frequencies and mode shapes shown in Table 1.
Components at all 17 sensor locations are used in identification
of the mode shapes of the structure. Moreover, the total weight
of the FE model is defined as a global behavioral design
constraint, apart from the box constraints of the design variables
in the optimization process. This global behavioral constraint
was implemented in order to reject and resample the material
parameters chosen from the design space of the boxed (lower
and upper bound) constraints, that produce a total weight of the
FE model that varies significantly from the actual weight of the
structure.

Model Update Results and Verification
The CMA-ES framework introduced in previous work
(Giagopoulos and Arailopoulos, 2017) is applied to update
the developed FE models. During FE model analyses, no model
reduction or sub-structuring methodologies were applied in
order to increase accuracy with regard to the real structures.
Furthermore, the large number of degrees of freedom of each FE
model in conjunction with the numerous amount of sampling
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FIGURE 12 | Schematic illustration of simplified FE model of the complete steam turbine.

TABLE 4 | Comparison between modal frequencies of the simplified FE model at

idle state and the full-scale FE model.

Mode Frequencies [Hz] Deviation

– Simplified FE model Full-scale FE model

1 1.49 1.21 23.1%

2 1.93 1.72 12.0%

3 6.64 6.44 3.10

4 16.05 16.02 0.2%

5 38.13 36.87 3.4%

6 60.49 58.08 4.1%

7 94.66 92.77 2.0%

needed by CMA-ES for convergence, required prohibitive time,
at high computational cost. Thus, a parallelized scheme of
the applied algorithm, coupling FE solver Dynamis (DTECH,
2013) to CMA-ES was implemented, as has been previously
demonstrated in Giagopoulos and Arailopoulos (2017), in order
to counterbalance computational cost effectiveness and render
possible and applicable such an optimization methodology at an
extremely large scale FE model. Indicatively, the optimization
process was running for ∼15 days for the intermediate pressure
turbine. The computer that was used, hosts two (2) Intel R©

Xeon R© Processors E5-2630 v3 (20M Cache, 2.40 GHz) with
8-cores and 16-threads, resulting in a total number of thirty-two
(32) logical (virtual) cores and 64 GB of RAM, on Linux Ubuntu
16.04 Operating System.

Table 2 presents the design vector of the optimized material
properties of indicative parts of the intermediate pressure
turbine. Part P1 corresponds to the rotor shaft, and the optimized
parameters lie close to the nominal parameter values of steel,
as it is the only part of the turbine that is almost intact and
unaffected by its long time operation. Parts P3, P9, P27, P30, P33,
P35, and P43 correspond to the optimized material properties
that showed maximum deviation from the nominal values. All
parts are related to blades. Blades are the most vulnerable parts
of the turbine that corrode during operation and need regular
maintenance. Additionally, all blades are tightly fixed with steel
rods producing remaining stresses that increase stiffness.

Convergence has been achived with respect to the objective
function using the convergence critterion as defind in section

Linear FEModel Updating Framework being the difference of the
best values of two consecutive sets of iterations 1J(θ) = 10−3. In
order to equally consider the contribution of the four residuals,
equal weighting factors were chosen. Different weighting factors
would account for increased reliability of the formulation of one
of the four residuals, arisen from experience or experimental
confidence.

Figure 11 presents the history of convergence, where the
objective function value is presented against number of iterations
where we can see the fast convergence rate and Table 3 presents
the updated modal frequencies along a comparison between the
identified (ωrE) and optimized FE predicted modal frequencies
(ωr OFE ). A slight difference between optimal and experimental
modal frequencies is inevitable due to various uncontrolled
uncertainties.

ROTORDYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE
SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT MODEL OF THE
COMPLETE STEAM TURBINE

The analyses presented refer to the system in free oscillation,
having omitted the rotation speed of the rotor and having no
knowledge of the effect of gyroscopic and shear phenomena
due to rotation. The large scale of the developed finite
elementmodel renders the rotordynamic analysis from extremely
computationally expensive to impossible. Thus, a simplified
model of the turbine, which takes into account the gyroscopic
phenomena occurring during the rotation of the turbine, was
introduced in Matlab (Mathworks, 2016) using the freeware
scripts of rotor software (Friswell et al., 2010b) developed for
analyzing the dynamics of rotating machines (Friswell et al.,
2010a). The simplified model was tested for the accuracy of its
results with the developed complete finite element model by
modal analysis in idle position. Based on the full-scale steam
turbine, the simplified FEmodel consists of 73 Timoshenko beam
elements simulating the shaft and 37 disk elements simulating
the stages of the blade elements of the turbine. The total
number of nodes was 74 and at 5 nodes isotropic bearing
elements were placed in all directions that refer to the bearing
point of the rotor. Figure 12 illustrates the simplified model
of the steam turbine, where cyan color is the shaft elements,
green dots refer to the nodes, yellow color represents the
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FIGURE 13 | 2nd, 4, and 5th eigenmodes of the simplified FE model at idle state at 1.93, 16.05, and 38.13Hz and equivalent eigenmodes of the full-scale FE model

at 1.72, 16.02, and 36.87 Hz.

blades of each stage and red triangles show the bearing of the
rotor.

The updated material parameters of the full model of the
turbine were used, for the axis properties. The only difference is in
the density of the disks. As each stage consists of a large number
of blades that obviously have a gap between them, they cannot be
modeled as solid disc. Thus, the density of the disk was adjusted
according to the actual volume and the actual mass of the stage
from the full-scale FEmodel. Firstly, frequencies of the simplified
model at zero rotational speed (idle) were compared to those
of the complete FE model as presented in Table 4. Specifically,
the second and third columns present the frequencies of the
simplified and full-scale FE models, whereas the last column
presents the deviation between them.

Indicatively the 2nd, 4, and 5th modes of the full-scale and
the simplified for zero rotation speed, FE models are presented
in Figure 13. We notice that the modes are very similar to both
models. Coloring the results of the simplified and full-scalemodel
based on displacements, helps us understand the movement of
the body at each mode. Thus, the coloration of the simplified
model in red line correspond to the shaft and the blue lines to
the displacements of the internal nodes, whereas the coloration
of the full-scale FE model is depicted on the colored legend.

Moreover, at 50Hz, which is the electric current frequency,
the turbine will rotate at 3,000 rpm. Table 5 summarizes the 30
first rotational frequencies of the simplified model at 3,000 rpm
rotational speed. Indicative modes are presented in Figure 14.
The simplified FE model could be further updated in regard to
the bearings for increased accuracy and fidelity to the real steam

TABLE 5 | Rotational eigenfrequencies of the simplified model at 3,000 rpm

rotational speed.

Mode Rotational

frequencies

Mode Rotational

frequencies

Mode Rotational

frequencies

1 1.48 11 58.82 21 194.93

2 1.49 12 62.16 22 228.99

3 1.83 13 92.05 23 236.48

4 2.03 14 97.27 24 261.54

5 6.43 15 108.91 25 268.63

6 6.86 15 116.48 26 298.63

7 15.13 17 160.48 27 310.81

8 17.02 18 160.66 28 352.23

9 37.34 19 165.40 29 360.95

10 44.51 20 184.32 30 361.21

turbine structure at working state. Specifically, experimental
vibration measurements could be collected at all bearing points
under real working conditions, in order to update the stiffness
and damping parameters at all supporting directions during
rotation of the steam turbine at operational spin speed. The thick
black line represents the rotor axis while the vertical circular lines
represent the orbits of the nodes in a period of rotation.

Finally, Figure 15 presents the Campell diagram (Campbell,
1924; Meher-Homji and Prisell, 2005) of turbine’s response
spectrum as a function of spin speed, at a range of 0–4,500 rpm
which represents the variation of the rotational frequencies as the
rotation speed changes.
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FIGURE 14 | Indicative rotational eigenmodes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 13 corresponding to 1.48, 1.83, 6.43, 15.13, 37.34, and 92.05Hz of the simplified FE model at 3,000

rpm rotational speed.

FIGURE 15 | Cambell diagram at 0–4.500 rpm spin speed range.

CONCLUSIONS

An integrated reverse engineering methodology is presented
in this work on a large-scale steam turbine rotor, taking into

account issues related to the development of the CAD and
FE model, experimental modal analysis procedures and the
application of robust and effective computational finite element
model updating techniques. Numerical and experimental
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methodologies were implemented in order to identify the model
parameters and develop a high fidelity finite element model
of the examined structure. An extensible framework of CMA
Evolution Strategy for complex and computationally demanding
physical models is implemented in order to finely tune material
parameters, such as modulus of elasticity and density, in order
to best match experimental and numerical data. Moreover,
a simplified FE model based on the updated full large-scale
FE model of the steam turbine is introduced, in order to get
deep insight of the rotordynamic behavior and gyroscopic
effects of the examined rotor. Accumulated knowledge of the
dynamic behavior of the steam turbine system, could be later
implemented in order to evaluate stability or instability states,
fatigue growth in the turbine blades, changes in the damping of

the bearing system and perform necessary scheduled optimal
and cost-effective maintenance strategies. Additionally, upon a
series of scheduled experimental data collection, a permanent
output-only vibration SHM system could be installed and even a
proper dynamic balancing could be investigated and designed.
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